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Welcome to the March issue of the 
‘Cactus and Succulent Review’. 
So what do I have for you in this 
issue? Well, I’m delighted to 
introduce the first in a series of 
articles on Sulcorebutia written by 
Kathy Flanagan.  
Of course this raises the question  
of nomenclature once again. 
Having been lumped for a while in 
Rebutia we are now told that 
Sulcorebutia are actually 
Weingartia. However so many 
people still think of this extremely 
popular group of plants as 
Sulcorebutia that this name will be 
used throughout these articles.  
Kathy mentions Johan de Vries’ 
website Sulco-Passion. This is a 
truly excellent site which includes 
cultivation advice, pictures and 
descriptions of field trips, pictures 
and information on major 
collections, articles to read online 
or to download and many pictures 
of Sulcorebutia, Weingartia and 
Cintia. The site is written in English 
and French.  

Can you remember life before the 
internet? I have always been 
interested in producing magazines 
and newsletters. When I first 
started these were in hard copy, 
and contributions were sent by 
post. I can still remember the 
excitement the first time an article 
arrived by email. Unfortunately it 
was written in WordPerfect, (a word 
processing package), and it was 
impossible for me to open it.  
Today information on every subject 
is readily available at any time and 
anywhere we require it, via desktop 
computers, tablets and 
smartphones.  
So, back to this issue of the CSR. 
Other items I would like to mention 
include the excellent article on 
Sinningia, written by Marie Iryna. 
This is a great introduction to these 
fascinating plants and Marie has 
added a number of useful links at 
the end of this article. 
Chris Rodgerson has written an 
article on Crassula sericea, an 
attractive small-growing crassula, 

with some excellent habitat 
photographs. But for more 
photographs, around 4,000 of 
them, see his comprehensive 
website  Conophytum, Crassula 
and Adromischus. including 
cultivation advice for these plants.  
And finally I’m also very pleased to 
include another article from 
Elizabeth Maddock on Mexican 
sedums, an interesting and 
extremely varied group of plants.  
If you grow Sedum and related 
genera, (and are not already a 
member) then The Sedum Society 
may well be of interest. The Society 
offers a regular newsletter, a seed 
distribution scheme, a cuttings 
exchange scheme, access to 
literature and much more. 
I’ve highlighted a few articles here 
all of which have given me the 
opportunity to provide links for 
further information. But there’s 
plenty more besides and I hope 
you will enjoy this issue of the 
CSR.  

Sheila Cude
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Trevor Jackman, in his article on 
Echeveria (see page 35 ) 
recommends the use of nematodes 
to rid plants of vine weevil grubs. 
Nematodes are roundworms, 
chiefly remarkable it would seem 
for their sheer numbers and general 
indestructibility.  
The smallest nematodes are 
microscopic, while others may be 

up to 5cm (2ins) and some 
parasitic species can even reach 
1m (3ft). 
Nematodes are found in every part 
of the earth’s lithosphere from 
mountains to the oceanic trenches. 
They represent about 80% of all 
individual animals on earth and 
90% of those living on the ocean 
floor.  

Estimates of the number of 
nematode species vary widely, but 
there could be as many as 1million. 
Wikipedia states that there are 
some 4.4x1020 inhabiting the 
Earth’s topsoil, or 60 billion for 
each human. 
If you would like to try nematodes 
to control vine weevil grubs, then 
an internet search will produce a 
number of suppliers.  

A note on nematodes

What’s in a name?
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Allen, E. (1965) Smitty and the Plural of Cactus 
Nelson, London 
A storybook for children. A young boy, ‘Smitty’, 
disagrees with his teacher over the plural of the word 
‘cactus’ — cacti versus cactuses.  
He goes to the Mexican embassy to learn about the 
country they come from, and its people. Among other 
things he samples the hot spicy food. 

Čapek, K. (1931) The Gardener’s Year  
George Allen & Unwin, London. 
An amusing satirical book on gardeners. In a chapter 
‘On the cultivators of cacti’ he discusses soil, stating: 
‘there are profound mysteries in a Real Cactus Soil 
which no cactus maniac would betray, even if you 
broke him on the wheel’.  
It includes a long description of cacti, in which they are 
compared to many objects, including porcupines, 
cucumbers and candlesticks, and described as spiked 
like a regiment of lancers, bearded, pock-marked, etc. 

Conlon, K. (1979) A Move in the Game  
Collins, London. 
In this novel, a mother discusses with her daughter her 
son-in-law’s infidelity, and hears that he met ‘the other 
woman’ at a meeting of the cactus society. She 
exclaims: ‘what were you doing letting him go to such 
places alone?’ — as though a cactus society meeting 
is a den of vice! 

Succulent plants  
in fiction 
 

by Len Newton 

Occasionally succulent plants have featured in works of fiction. In some cases they 
are mentioned in passing, but in others they are central to the plot 
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Deighton, L. (1981) XPD  
Hutchinson, London. 
A spy story. The Director General of MI6 is described 
as ‘a well-known member of the Cactus and Succulent 
Society of Great Britain’. At a high level meeting with a 
German intelligence officer he discovers that his 
opposite number also grows succulents, and they end 
up discussing ways of killing mealy bugs. 

Dickens, C. (1848) Dombey and Son  
Bradbury & Guild, Boston 
In Chapter 8, there is a description of the home of a 
rather unpleasant old woman hired as a nursemaid for 
Dombey’s son. The fact that on a windowsill she had 
‘half-a-dozen specimens of the cactus’ was considered 
appropriate to her unpleasant nature! 

Jussieu, M. (1921) Historia Naturalis Cactuum 
oder Ausfuhrliche Naturgeschichte der 
Kakteen Author, Leipzig. 
This is a pornographic book, in German. It is printed in 
black-letter Gothic script.

Kaye, B. (1971) Cactus Island  
Arrow Books, London. 
A romance novel set on a tropical island. The cacti are 
incidental, being part of the scenery but not part of the 
plot. 

Kershaw, V. (1981) The Bank Manager’s Wife 
Duckworth, London 
This novel involves a succulent plant collector. She is 
annoyed when her husband moves his tomatoes into 
her succulent plant greenhouse. She feeds him with 
chopped up Lophophora williamsii, the Mexican peyote 
cactus containing hallucinogenic drugs, as part of a 
plot to get rid of him. Several cacti are mentioned in 
passing. 

Walpow, N. (1999) The Cactus Club Killings  
Dell Publishing, New York 
A ‘whodunit’ novel in which the activities of the cactus 
club are central to the story, starting with the murder of 
the club president with a poisonous Euphorbia.  
From the text it is clear that the author is quite 
knowledgeable about succulent plants and their 
cultivation, or sought expert advice. The book even 
includes a guide to succulent plant nomenclature.  n 
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Aloe duckeri 
by Sue Allan

I was thrilled to find a ‘new to my garden’  
Aloe species recently. This was Aloe duckeri, 

which flowered in Nairobi, Kenya, at 1,800 
metres in March 2021 and again in October 
2021. Listed under maculate aloes in ‘Aloes,  
The Definitive Guide’ (2011) A. duckeri looks  

like an enormous A. lateritia without the spots.  
My specimen had no spots whatsoever on  
the spreading leaves, unlike those illustrated  
in ‘Aloes, The Definitive Guide’. However  
the book does say ‘occasionally without  
spots’.  

Aloe duckeri

Fig. 1
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I had recently rearranged much of my 
succulent bed and moved a rather 
insignificant Aloe that was lurking among 
my sansevierias. I have no idea where it 
came from, sadly, but it grew and grew 
with huge spreading leaves like an 
enormous triffid to over six feet in diameter 
with an inflorescence as high. You can see 
the size compared with the spotted Aloe 
dorotheae to the left in Fig. 1. The large 
spreading inflorescences, like all aloes, 
develop at the base first, but A. duckeri  
has more densely flowered racemes than  
A. lateritia, and similar but more persistent 
papery floral bracts (Fig. 2). 
To the best of my knowledge, I don’t think  
I have others in my garden, so I was 
interested that so many little seedlings 
popped up just around the base of that 
particular Aloe after it had flowered (Fig. 3). 
We are careful to cut off old pollinated 
infloresences in a bid to prevent 
hybridisation. I had understood that aloes 
do not normally self pollinate and I haven’t 
another like it, so I have been wondering 
what the small seedlings with slightly 
striped leaves can be. I can only imagine 
that they must be hybrids since I removed 
one and it is definitely not a sucker! 
Interestingly, a friend and keen Aloe 
enthusiast, Belinda Levitan, has noticed 
exactly the same prolific germination in her 
garden, at the base of her A. duckeri, a few 
kilometres away. 

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Seedlings at the base of the plant

Aloe duckeri inflorescence
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Probably the most fascinating aspect of 
this particular plant is that once the 
inflorescence had been cut in March after 
flowering, three of the leaves developed 
circa 15-20 cm splits at their ends. 
Between the ‘split tips’, small red-brown 
tipped pungent teeth developed at the 
same intervals as those on the leaf margins 
c.10-20 mm apart – a curious phenomenon 
I have never seen before (Figs. 4 & 5). The 
cut leaf ends on my specimen have now 
withered and there appear to be no others. 
Interestingly, Belinda Levitan has recently 
found what appears to be A. duckeri in 
southern Kenya. The type specimen of  
A. duckeri is from Malawi but was first 
found in southern Tanzania, by  
H.C. Ducker. Belinda’s specimen has now 
been lodged with the National Museums of 
Kenya, East African Herbarium making it 
the first record of the species found in 
Kenya.  n 

Photos: Sue Allan 

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Close up showing one of the split leaf ends

Aloe duckeri after flowering. Some leaf ends have been cut and others are splitting

Reference 
Carter, S, Lavranos, J J, Newton, L E, Walker, 
C C (2011) Aloes, The Definitive Guide. Royal 
Botanic Gardens, Kew



C. sericea 
var. sericea in 
southern Namibia 
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Many large genera have plants which 
are not so well represented in 

cultivation. As a result they are often 
misunderstood, misidentified and  
mislabelled.  
Within the genus Crassula there is much 
confusion and Crassula sericea is one 

example, with three varieties often being 
found wrongly named in collections . 
To sort out this uncertainty we must refer 
to the long accepted authority on the 
subject, H.R. Tölken and his 1977 two 
volume ‘Revision of the Genus Crassula in 
Southern Africa’. 

Crassula 
confusion 
by Chris Rodgerson 

Crassula sericea in habitat. An attractive Crassula 
which is often misnamed in collections.  

C. sericea var. sericea in central Richtersveld 

Fig. 2

Fig. 1
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Two varieties, C. sericea var. sericea and  
C. sericea var. hottentotta grow in the 
Northern Cape province and southern 
Namibia and their distribution often 
overlaps, which also adds to the confusion. 
Both seem equally happy growing in shady 
rock fissures and in the open on gravelly 
slopes. 

At a glance it is often impossible to tell the 
difference between var. sericea and var. 
hottentotta. Both are independently 
variable in leaf shape and size across their 
range, which also makes accurate 
identification very difficult. 
Tölken offers descriptions of both with 
various differences between the two 

Crassula confusion continued

C. sericea var. 
sericea in 
southern 
Richtersveld

C. sericea var. sericea in  
northern Richtersveld

C. sericea var. 
sericea in eastern 
Bushmanland 

Fig. 3

Fig. 4 Fig. 5
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Fig. 6

C. sericea var. hottentotta in southern Namibia C. sericea var. hottentotta in southern Namibia

Fig. 7 Fig. 8

C. sericea var. 
hottentotta in northern 
Richtersveld
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Macro image 
of C. sericea 
var. sericea 
showing leaf 
surface hairs

Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Macro image 
of C. sericea 
var. hottentotta 
showing leaf 
surface 
papillae

C. sericea var. 
hottentotta in 
northern 
Richtersveld

Fig. 9

varieties mentioned. But with the variations  
I have seen between populations, there is 
but a single difference which is consistent; 
and one needs a magnifying lens to see it.  
Basically, var. sericea leaves have hairs 
whereas var. hottentotta leaves have blunt 
papillae. Even these features are variable. 

On some the hairs are fine and short but on 
others, thicker and longer. The papillae can 
be large and obvious on some but on 
others, smaller and finer so much less 
obvious; but this difference, hairs versus 
papillae, is the surest way to tell the two 
varieties apart.  
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At the southern end of its distribution  
C. sericea var. hottentotta is locally quite 
different in having very sharply pointed 
leaves, significant spacing between the 
internodes and growing somewhat taller. 
Tölken also mentions that its flowers have 
shorter petals. In my opinion this form is so 
obviously different that it deserves 
recognition at some level (Figs.12 & 13). 
Unfortunately I have not yet seen it in 
habitat, but the third name to mention in 
this taxon is C. sericea var. velutina  
(Figs. 14 & 15). 

C. sericea var. 
hottentotta in 
northern 
Namaqualand

Fig. 12

The southern form of C.sericea var. 
hottentotta (Photo: Mike Thewles). 

Fig. 13
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Fig. 16

C. sericea ‘suavis’

Although it looks quite distinct from the 
other varieties, with larger, flatter and 
velvety leaves, it has a more restricted 
distribution, being known only from a few 
places in northern Richtersveld and 

southern Namibia. Subsequently it has 
rarely been sampled so is not well 
represented in cultivation and quite often 
one sees forms of C. sericea var. sericea 
labelled var. velutina. 

C. sericea var. velutina (photo Pieter Van Wyk)

Fig. 14

C. sericea var. velutina (Photo Derek Tribble)

Fig. 15
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There is yet more to this discussion.  
At the end of his revision, Tölken published 
a chapter where he writes about 21 
‘Species Insufficiently Known and 
Excluded’. Number 20 is Crassula suavis, a 
name few people will have heard before. 
He goes on to say that plants of the type 
collection seen at Hamburg Botanical 
Gardens “agree well with the form of 
Crassula sericea known from the vicinity of 
Stinkfontein...” and that “the longer petals 
and unusual leaves...are similar to those of 
Crassula ausensis, which does not occur 
near the type locality of Crassula suavis”. 
I have explored this area of the southern 
Richtersveld many times and have 
encountered this very same plant also 
many times. It invariably grows in deep 
shade and is really distinct, having much 
larger flowers and much smaller, hairier 
leaves than either var. sericea or var. 
hottentotta.  n 

Photos: Chris Rodgerson,  
unless indicated otherwise  

Flowers of C. sericea var. sericea

Fig. 18 Fig. 19

Flowers of C. sericea ‘suavis’

Fig. 17

C. sericea ‘suavis’

See also Chris Rodgerson’s website 
Conophytum, Crassula and Adromischus

https://conophytum.com/
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Mila   

A reluctant flowerer? 
by Vicky Davies 

Even as a child I enjoyed growing plants 
from seed. I think at times my mother 

dreaded taking me to nurseries and garden 
centres for fear of the number of packets of 
seeds I would want to take home. The 
excitement of watching a seed germinate, 
grow and flower is still something I 
experience today.  
For the last 15 years or so it has been cacti 
that have fed my seed-buying addiction. I 

am not looking forward to the coming years 
now that purchasing seeds from the EU 
has become even more restricted, but I am 
happy to report that C&V Cacti have a 
generous seed bank to keep us supplying 
plants for a good number of years to come. 
The vast majority of plants in our collection 
have been raised from seed and one such 
plant, of which I am particularly fond, is 
Mila caespitosa, grown from seed acquired 

Mila caespitosa
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from Koehres Kakteen in 2009. This was 
the first time we had grown Mila from seed. 
Germination was reasonable, and we grew 
on at least six seedlings, one of which we 
kept. 
The genus Mila was erected by Nathaniel 
Britton and Joseph Rose in 1922 with the 
type species M. caespitosa. The generic 
name is an anagram of Lima (the capital of 
Peru) where the genus was originally 
discovered. Plants are low-growing, 
prolifically clumping with age. The short 
stems can be erect or prostrate, often 

cylindrical in shape. Flowers appear close 
to the tip of the stem (subapical); they are 
relatively small, up to 2cm in diameter, 
funnel to bell-shaped and mainly cream to 
yellow in colour. Occasionally the outer 
tepals can be tinged orange or red. The 
flowers are diurnal and are bee-pollinated. 
This fairly small Peruvian cactus shows 
significant variation across its range, which 
had led to 13 species being described.  
Twelve of these species were listed in 
Backeberg’s Cactus Lexicon  
(English ed. 1977). 

M. albisaetacens Rauh & Backeberg 
M. albo-areolata Akers 
M. breviseta Rauh & Backeberg 
M. caespitosa Britton & Rose 
M. cereoides Rauh & Backeberg 
M. densiseta Rauh & Backeberg 

M. fortalezensis Rauh & Backeberg 
M. kubeana Werdermann & Backeberg 
M. lurinensis Rauh & Backeberg 
M. nealeana Backeberg 
M. pugionifera Rauh & Backeberg 
M. sublanata Rauh & Backeberg 

Species listed in Backeberg’s Cactus Lexicon

Seed-grown 
plants showing 
the variability of 
the species
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The thirteenth species, M. colorea, was 
described by Friedrich Ritter in 1981. The 
molecular studies led by Robert Wallace in 
the mid-1990s, however, showed that there 
is little or no variation in DNA sequence, 
which indicates that it is just one species 
that is extremely variable. As the oldest 
species, Mila caespitosa becomes the only 
accepted name, and the genus is now 
considered monotypic.  
The CITES Cactaceae Checklist (Third 
Edition) recognises two subspecies  
M. caespitosa subsp. caespitosa and  
M. caespitosa subsp. pugionifera with its 
sturdy central spine. In ‘Taxonomy of 
Cactaceae Vol. 2’ Joël Lodé suggests there 
is a third subspecies M. caespitosa subsp. 
nealeana which has setose central spines.  
Mila caespitosa is endemic to Peru. Lodé 
describes the habitat in which it grows as 
dry valleys or hills often without vegetation. 
Soils consist of coarse sand or gravel and 
plants are found at an altitude range of 
200m up 3,000m. The assessment carried 
out for the IUCN Red List of Threatened 
Species in 2013 lists the species as Above and below: Mila caespitosa in flower

(Photo: Graham Evans)

Mila – a reluctant flowerer? continued
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‘Vulnerable’ with a decreasing population 
despite the large range. The main threats 
are urban expansion and agriculture, 
especially around Lima. 
It was not until the summer of 2017, eight 
years after sowing, that our plant flowered 
for the first time. This was a particularly 
warm year in the UK. Since then it has 
proved hit and miss with flowering, usually 
coinciding with the better UK summers. 
Interestingly, it did not flower in 2020 (a 
long sunny summer) and I suspect that it is 
not getting as much light in its current 
location in our new greenhouse.  
The plant has been shown a number of 
times. In British Cactus and Succulent 
Society shows, Mila is eligible for the 
Echinopsis Group classes. The highest our 
plant has been placed was second at the 
CactusWorld Live Show at Lullingstone 
Castle in September 2019. 
Our plant has been grown in our standard 
compost mix which contains John Innes 
No.3, molar clay and grit. Proportions have 
altered over time and it is currently in a mix 
of 2 parts JI: 2 parts molar clay: 1 part grit. 
It does not have a special watering regime 
and is normally watered every 10-14 days 
during the spring and summer. As 
mentioned previously, plants benefit from 
good light but also require good ventilation 
throughout the year. We keep a pedestal 
fan running all year round to keep the air 
moving whatever the season. A cool 
winter’s rest is also important.  
We have since grown several other batches 
of seeds, selecting different collectors’ 
numbers from different sources. 
Germination was good under our standard 
growing conditions with a high survival 
rate. The young plants are showing distinct 
variations as expected from a variable 
species. It will be interesting to see how 
readily they flower.  n 

Photos: Vicky Davies  
unless credited otherwise 

 

Vicky Davies is one half of C&V cacti, 
supplying high quality seed-grown 
plants throughout the UK.

Seedling cacti
grown in West Sussex

All our plants are UK grown.
We do not buy in plants to
sell on.

A wide variety – from collectors’
cacti to plants suitable for
beginners.

Visit out website www.cvcacti.co.uk

The prize-winning Mila caespitosa
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I grow a fair number of Mexican sedums,  
located just south of Manchester, where it 

is frequently grey and dull and wet. Winters 
are just that, with some sunny but cold 
days. Summers are warm and can be 
sunny, but on rainy days the temperature 
drops. Spring and autumn are also 
variable; the climate is unreliable, so to 
grow these sedums you have to make 
allowances for the conditions. 

I have grown Mexican sedums for around 
20 years and it took me a while to realise 
that some of them are not hardy and need 
shelter over winter; although generally, as 
long as they are dry, many of them can 
take the cold.  
In Mexico they mostly grow on mountains, 
where it is cooler and wetter than the hot, 
dry lowlands. Plentiful water is something 
most sedums seem to need. 

Growing Mexican 
Sedums 
by Elizabeth Maddock 

Mexican sedums exhibit an amazing variety of colour and shape 
and are quite different from the well-known European species.

Fig. 1

Sedum palmeri
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Hardy sedums 
S. palmeri (Fig. 1), is a truly hardy, trailing 
Sedum that turns green suffused with pink 
in winter, and then in April gives a stunning 
display of bright yellow flowers that last for 
some time. It takes easily from cuttings and 
can grow quite large given time. 
S. greggii (Fig. 2) is a curious plant. In 
winter it grows cone-like shoots that 
stretch out in spring and summer to 
produce yellow flowers. I find it hardy and 
generous with seed as it pops up in many 
pots. It will transplant without difficulty and 
is an undemanding, small plant. 
S. furfuraceum (Fig. 3) flowers every year 
outside. It does get some shelter from the 
eaves, but still gets wet.  
Non-hardy sedums 
I keep these in a greenhouse during winter 
with a minimum temperature of 5°C and do 
not water them more than a dribble every 
now and then and only on mild days. 
Once it is spring most of them are brought 
outside except S. craigii, S. pachyphyllum, 
S. hernandezii and S. mocinianum. I keep 
these in the greenhouse either because I 
do not believe they would do well exposed 
to wet springs and summer, or they are 
only small. 
I grow them all in my usual succulent mix 
of John Innes No. 2 with equal amounts of 
grit, maybe with a handful or two of cat 
litter. This provides very good drainage, 
allowing water to drain through rapidly and 
air to get to the roots. I also feed them with 
half-strength fertiliser three times a year, 
spring, mid summer and late summer. I 
tend to keep them damp in the growing 
season, as I find they grow better than if 
they are left dry for too long. 

Hardy sedums include: 
S. palmeri  
S. kimnachii  
S. confusum  
S. greggii 
S. furfuraceum 

Semi-hardy sedums 
include: 
S. commixtum  
S. x luteoviride   
S. suaveolens

Non-hardy sedums 
include: 
S. adolphii  
S. craigii  
S. pachyphllum  
S. hernandezii  
S. clavatum  
S. dendroideum  

S. frutescens  
S. oaxacanum  
S. oxypetalum  
S. treleasei  
S. mocinianum  
S. morganianum   
S. burrito  
S. x rubrotinctum  
S. stahlii  

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Sedum furfuraceum

Sedum greggii

Mexican sedums can be divided roughly 
into those which are hardy and those 
which are non-hardy, and others which 

are semi-hardy i.e. they must be kept 
well-sheltered from rain and snow, but 
otherwise are fine outside.
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Mexican sedums vary from very small 
plants, such as S. humifusum and  
S. compactum to tree forms such as  
S. dendroideum, S. prealtum, S. frutescens 
and S. oxypetalum. A few do need more 
care and some need a lot more water. 
S. humifusum (Fig. 4) is one that should not 
be watered in winter, it will disappear 
without a trace.  
S. compactum is a strange one that has 
hardly any roots. I was warned about this 
so I attached some to a piece of tufa rock, 
with a small amount of compost, and kept 
it under cover until it had established itself.  
Even now I keep it in the greenhouse but it 
does need plenty of water. I keep the pot in 
a tray of water in the growing season. In 
winter I give it the occasional drop of water 
but do not let it freeze. 
Another highlight is S. suaveolens (Fig. 5), 
often mistaken for an Echeveria, because 
of its blue colour and shape. It is another 
that is fairly hardy. I keep several outside, Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Sedum humifusum
Sedum suaveolens

Growing Mexican Sedums continued



but dry, over winter 
and they sail 
through. It grows 
quite large and once 
it clumps up makes 
a wonderful potful of 
pale blue, which is 
enhanced by white, 
scented flowers. 
Another interesting 
Sedum is  
S. mocinianum, 
wrongly called  
S. hintonii in the 
past and 
unfortunately often 
still called that now. 
It has small fat 
leaves totally 
covered by white, 
erect hairs and white flowers with large red 
anthers, a lovely, small plant.  
I will also mention S. burrito and  
S. morganianum (Fig. 6), which are both 
hanging plants that grow long strings of fat 
leaves. S. burrito has smaller, fatter, 

rounded leaves and S. morganianum has 
longer, tapered, slightly fat leaves.  
The tree sedums come outside in summer 
and get all the rain going. S. frutescens 
(Fig. 7) is somewhat delicate and bits drop 
off it very easily, I usually push these back 

Growing Mexican 
sedums continued

Fig. 7

Fig. 6

Sedum 
morganianum (left) 
and Sedum burrito 
(right)
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Sedum frutescens
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into the compost in the pot and they take 
very well. I like S. oxypetalum for the 
scented flowers, which I find attractive to 
look at too. S. prealtum has not flowered 
nor has S. dendroideum (Fig. 8) but it does 
go a pleasing red on the edges of the 
leaves. 

Some interesting hybrids 
I am not a lover of hybrids as I spend  
too much time trying to work out their 
parentage, but S. x rubrotinctum and  
S. x luteoviride are two that I grow  
and can recommend. 

Growing Mexican sedums continued

Fig. 9

Fig. 8

Sedum x 
rubrotinctum

Sedum 
dendroideum



S. x rubrotinctum (Fig. 9), (an unknown 
hybrid, possibly of S. stahlii and  
S. pachyphyllum), is a delightful Sedum. 
The leaves get knocked off easily and re-
root, and cuttings take very quickly, 
(probably Sedum stahlii is a parent as that 
also loses leaves very easily). The best 
part, however, is that the green leaves go 
shiny, bright red in sunshine and glow with 
colour.  
S. x luteoviride (Fig. 10) (a hybrid of  
S. greggii and S. prealtum subsp. 
parvifolium) is wonderful, as it is hardy if 
kept dry, grows well and turns a beautiful 
shade of red when exposed to light and 
sun. It also does well in a trough, giving 
vibrant colour as it sprawls through 
different shades of green and red. 
One other desirable hybrid is 
Cremnosedum ‘Little Gem’ (Fig.11), a 
delightful small plant, that is undemanding 
although it needs cover in winter. It is a 
hybrid of Cremnophila nutans and Sedum 
humifusum, two contrasting species. The 
first is large with chunky leaves, the latter 
very small. It grows well outside when it is 
frost free producing a large mound over 
time. It turns a stunning shade of red in 
summer, if kept in a sunny place, and will 
flower with small yellow flowers. 

The sedums of the Mexican region are 
unique and so varied you need to see  
them to appreciate them. I have included a  
few photos with this article for you to see, 
but you should try growing them yourself to 
find this out.  n 

Photos: Elizabeth Maddock 
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Fig. 10

Cremnosedum ‘Little Gem’

See also The 
Sedum Society

Sedum x 
luteoviride

Fig. 11

http://www.cactus-mall.com/sedum/
http://www.cactus-mall.com/sedum/
http://www.cactus-mall.com/sedum/
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Sinningias... 
small potatoes or something more? 
By Marie Iryna

My journey with sinningias started with 
curiosity.  
About 12 years ago I turned my lifelong 
hobby into a small business – and quickly 
discovered I had the need for another 
hobby! An existing interest in indoor bonsai 
led me to caudiciforms and I started 
growing adeniums from seed – which is 
quite enjoyable as they are rather quirky 
and fairly fast growing.  
I had to import seeds then and spent some 
time over the next few years browsing seed 
lists for other interesting caudiciforms, 
which is where I spotted Sinningia iarae 

seeds. I got curious, looked them up, and 
liked what I saw. The seeds arrived soon 
after.  
After success with the S. iarae seeds, I 
expanded to several other species 
(including S. eumorpha and S. lineata) and 
discovered that they were all generally easy 
to grow and maintain. After that I started to 
look for more species seeds and happily 
started to grow them too.  
Then I decided to start looking for more 
information on the micro miniatures and 
minis. Facebook can be a good resource 
for information on plants – I found several 

Sinningia ‘Spanish Skirts’, created 
by Margery Anderson-Clive.
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groups there specifically for sinningias of 
all sizes, and also Gesneriads in general.  
Along the way I came into contact with 
several very friendly and helpful growers 
and one of them, Margery Anderson-Clive, 
offered to send me some tubers and 
cuttings, (for clarity, I should add that this 
was before the new importation rules came 
into force). When the package arrived I was 
stunned to find an amazing collection of 
sinningias inside, including some very 
sought after micro species and named 
hybrids. Margery had also included some 
of her own rather spectacular registered 
hybrids.  
Since then my interest has increased and I 
have been able to share and exchange 
seeds to increase my collection. I am 
focusing mainly on sinningias and have 
now started to create my own hybrids, 
although it’s early days for those yet!  
Habitat and features 
Sinningias are part of the Gesneriad family 
(Gesneriaceae) and are native to Central 
and South America. They are named after 
the German botanist, Wilhelm Sinning 
(1792-1874), and there are around 75 

Sinningia iarae in habitat (Photo: Mauro Peixoto) © www.brazilplants.com

Sinningia eumorpha in habitat  
(Photo: Mauro Peixoto) © www.brazilplants.com
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species. They mostly live in humid jungles, 
growing on rocky cliffs, trees, along 
riverbanks and in shaded caves.  
As is so often the case, their natural habitat 
is under threat. Some species may already 
have disappeared from the wild.  
They are fascinating plants to grow as they 
have many different forms – from tall to 
compact and large to tiny – with differing 
flower and leaf colours and shapes. The 
tubers on some species can grow to a very 
large size (I believe a Sinningia with a one 
metre wide tuber has been recorded) and 

many tubers can also be displayed mostly 
‘above ground’ for an unusual caudiciform-
type effect.  
A very small number of species are 
exceptionally tiny. These are known as 
‘micro miniatures’. They are generally a lot 
more challenging to keep and require 
terrarium conditions and careful watering.  
Almost all sinningias are tuberous but two, 
S. schiffneri and S. gerdtiana, are not. Most 
species have insects or hummingbirds as 
pollinators, and a few are bat-pollinated. 

Sinningia concinna (a micro miniature species) in habitat (Photo: Mauro Peixoto) © www.brazilplants.com

Sinningia concinna 

Sinningia ‘Paper 
Moon’ does not 
form a tuber. This 
is a hybrid of 
Sinningia schiffneri 
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Sinningias are really quite easy to pollinate 
and many hybrids have been created by 
crossing various species. A wide selection 
of mini-sized sinningias has been produced 
in this way. As sinningias are very variable 
in nature, there is plenty of possibility when 
experimenting. Some Sinningia species, 
however, are not compatible with each 
other and much research and work has 
been done to discover what works and 
what does not.  
Sinningia speciosa, more commonly known 
as ‘Florists’ Gloxinia’ (although it is not a 
Gloxinia) is known for its very spectacular 
flowers and has a complicated history. 
Many colourful S. speciosa hybrids have 
been created. 
More information on hybrids and Sinningia 
speciosa can be found by investigating the 
links at the end of this article. 
General care of sinningias 
The information that follows is based on 
my own growing conditions. I have a warm 
room for my plants, with temperatures no 
lower than 18ºC and increasing to 25ºC or 
higher in summer. The room is north-facing, 

so I have additional lighting. This is easy 
and inexpensive. I use 6500k full spectrum 
LED E27 bulbs (the energy saving ones) in 
flexible neck bulb holders that clip on to 
the shelf units I use. These lights keep my 
other much more light-hungry plants happy 
and the sinningias also benefit from them. 
The room humidity ranges from 55% to 
65%. I have three terraria (65% to 85% 
humidity) and one smaller terrarium (85% 
minimum humidity) for the more difficult 
species. 
Most of the larger species of Sinningia are 
tolerant of a cooler temperature range than 
the one I provide, and many would live 
quite happily in an ordinary south or west 
facing window or in a conservatory. 
Sinningias are not frost-hardy so any kept 
in unheated greenhouses would need to be 
moved somewhere a little warmer in winter.  
Sinningias have different requirements to 
most of the other plants generally found in 
cactus and succulent collections. Water is 
not the enemy – in fact for the micro 
species it is a necessity, and if you would 
like to keep these and are accustomed to 
withholding water, then you will have to 

Sinningia speciosa 
‘Sonata’ (compact 
form) in a 7cm pot
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learn a new skill! I water the larger species 
of Sinningia once or twice a week and add 
liquid food at half strength each time. 
Some species go dormant but it’s easy to 
tell – the leaves will start to look a bit sad 
and will probably fall off. When this 
happens I carefully remove the old stem 
and stop watering. I check regularly to 
make sure that they do not dry out 
completely and start watering normally 
again when new leaves appear. I like to 
leave some of the ‘caudex’ uncovered and 
above ground – it is how many plants 
would naturally grow in habitat and it also 
makes it easier to see what they are doing 
– wrinkly usually means thirsty!  
If the mini-sized sinningias interest you, 
remember they usually need more humidity 
and will not tolerate being dry. They are 
less likely to go dormant too. Some may 
prefer terrarium conditions and I have 
found that a bit of trial and error here is 
helpful to find what suits each one. They 
take up hardly any space (always a bonus!) 
and flower beautifully so you will be well 
rewarded. Mine are watered as and when 
they need it to make sure they do not dry 
out. Liquid food at half strength is added to 
the water once a week. 
The micro miniature-sized sinningias live up 
to their ‘micro’ title and are extremely 

small. They can be quite difficult to grow 
successfully and will need high 
humidity/terrarium conditions to be happy. 
In my experience, these will not tolerate 
being left dry at all, but keeping them in 
enclosed containers will help to make 
things easier. I do not feed my ‘micros’ as 
often as the others, maybe once a month 
with only quarter strength food.  

Sinningia iarae in a 10cm pot 

Sinningia pusilla – 
there are four 
plants in this  
6cm pot

Sinningia iarae waking up from dormancy
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It’s quite easy to make suitable mini-terraria 
from cut-down water bottles or small glass 
jars, and small glass cloches are also 
available. Several companies make very 
small and affordable terraria or vivaria.  
Sinningias like to be re-potted and 
refreshed more often than other succulents, 
but bear in mind that they do like to be a 
little pot bound (especially when mature) so 
a larger pot may not be necessary at that 
point – but fresh potting medium will be 
appreciated. I re-pot mine every few 
months for the smaller hybrids and at least 
twice a year for the larger species.  
I have had the best results with a 60/40 
mix of coco coir/pumice (perlite if pumice 
is not available). My micro miniatures are 
generally left alone unless they start to look 
unhappy. If that happens I will re-pot them 
very carefully...they really are tiny! 
Many people will wick their sinningias, 
placing the pots over a reservoir of water 
(with liquid food added, usually at half 
strength) and using a piece of acrylic yarn 
as a wick from the pot into the water. This 
saves time when watering and will ensure 
that the plants never dry out. I have not 
tried this yet as I like to spend some time 
each day checking them all and watering 
them as a form of relaxation but I will be 
trying it with a few soon to see what results 
I get.

Growing from seed 
Sinningias are fairly easy to grow from 
seed. The seeds are very tiny though, so 
care is needed when sowing them. I have 
never needed to use a heated propagator – 
my plant room is warm enough. I normally 
cut a 500ml water bottle into two sections 
(the bottom section being about two inches 
tall) and use it as a mini-propagator. I fill 
the bottom section with the same 
coco/pumice mix I use for growing adult 
plants – with a thin layer of just coco on 
the top, press it down a little then surface 
sow the seeds. I then put the top half of 
the bottle back on (if you cut the top 
section in the right place, it will fit securely 
back on with a little click, it takes a little 
experimentation to get this right) and leave 
the cap on too. Then I put them in good 
light and wait. They can take anything from 
days to a few months to germinate so do 
not lose hope if nothing happens straight 
away. Remember to check them regularly 
to make sure they do not dry out. 
Deciding when to take the top part of the 
bottle off depends on what I am growing – 
for micros it stays on until they are 
transferred to their permanent terrarium 
home, for minis I take the cap off after a 
few weeks, wait another week and then re-
pot them and move them to one of my 
larger terraria. For the larger species I will 
re-pot them when they look strong enough 
and they stay in my normal room 
conditions. 

Sinningia seeds and pod (Sinningia iarae x Sinningia 
eumorpha) with the end of a small cocktail stick for size 
reference – these are quite large for Sinningia seeds! Sinningia iarae seedlings in a 7cm pot
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Recommendations 
The most commonly grown sinningias in 
the U.K. seem to be S. leucotricha,  
S. bullata and S. tubiflora. These are easy 
to keep and S. tubiflora has the added 
bonus of scented flowers. S. leucotricha is 
well known for its furry, silver leaves. It 
requires a dormancy period and is best 
grown from seed. S. bullata is notable for 
its crinkly, quilted ‘bullate’ leaves which 
have very hairy undersides. It’s possibly 
easier to grow as it does not require a 
dormancy period – so no worrying about 
when to start (or stop) watering. S. tubiflora 
requires a dormancy period and it’s usually 
grown in pots that are kept indoors in a 
cool room over winter. It forms multiple 
tubers and can fill a pot up very quickly.  
If you would like to explore sinningias a 
little further, then I would suggest trying  
S. eumorpha. It is quite tolerant of some 
neglect and has attractive deep green 
leaves with red undersides and the flowers 
are lovely. The flowers do vary a little from 
plant to plant when grown from seed, 
which makes things a bit more interesting.  
If a smaller plant interests you, then the 
mini-sized Sinningia ‘HCY’s Aries’ is a 

Flower variation in Sinningia eumorpha

Sinningia ‘HCY's Aries’
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good choice, I keep mine in my normal 
room humidity, in very good light and it 
flowers regularly. The flowers are beautiful. 
If you are interested in a challenge, then 
the micro miniature Sinningia ‘Mary Jane’s 
Pixie’ would be a good place to start. I 
have found that it’s not as difficult to keep 
happy as most of the other micro 
miniatures, but it will still need to be kept in 
an enclosure or small terrarium. 
...and finally 
One of the most rewarding things about 
growing sinningias is the possibility for 
creating new and exciting flowers and 
forms. It’s quite easy to pollinate them – 
although finding out which ones are 
compatible can take some time. The 
smaller types can grow very quickly and 
can flower when young, so there is not 
long to wait to see if you have created 
something unique. 
There are lots of resources available online 
for your journey into sinningias. The online 
community for sinningias is very friendly 
and help and advice can always be found.   
Be warned,though...sinningias are quite 
addictive and you will also most likely  
end up with other Gesneriads in your 
collection.  n 

Photos: Marie Iryna unless credited otherwise

Mini hybrids - these plants germinated between 17 March 2021 and 2 April 2021. This photo was taken on 10 December 
2021. For size reference, the white pot is 3inches (7.5cm) and the other three are 2inches (5cm)

Sinningia ‘Mary 
Jane's Pixie’ in a 
4cm pot. Some useful links: 

Gesneriads Society 
Gesneriad Reference Web 
Brazil Plants 

Sinningia and Friends 

Sinningia Haven Facebook

https://gesneriadsociety.org/
https://gesneriads.info/
http://www.brazilplants.com/index.html
http://www.burwur.net
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Sinningiahaven
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I have been growing Echeveria and related plants since 
the late 1970s. There was not the variety of plants 

available then as there is now but I managed to fill an 
8x12-foot greenhouse.   

My collection 
One spring around 1980 many of these plants needed 
to be tidied up and have the dead leaves 
and old flower stems removed. After 
dragging one very large E. agavoides outside 
from under the bench I noticed that all the 
heads appeared to be detached from the 
root system. On inspection the whole plant 
had been attacked by grubs. The damage 
was so severe that there was virtually no 
material left for propagation. 
After checking the rest of the collection I 
was left with a few cuttings. On complete 
inspection of the ruined plants it turned out 
that vine weevil grubs were to blame. They 
were in the stems and also in the compost. 
Compost and all suspect material had to be 
destroyed.  
It was apparent that there was little known 
about this problem. I had probably bought 
an infested plant or plants but even now, 
until damage is visible, there is no way of 
knowing if this pest is inhabiting any plant in 
your collection. Systemic insecticides came 
along and resolved the problem, until they 
were withdrawn, but then biological control 
for vine weevil came on to the market in the 
form of nematodes. Now at last we can be 
free of this plant-destroying pest. There is 
another pest prevalent on all members of the 
crassulaceae but more on that later.   
My plant collection has continued to grow 
and I am now including Dudleya and 
Aeonium. Some growers keep these plants 
totally dry during winter. I water with care 
during this period but only into a saucer to 
keep foliage dry. Plants are not allowed to  
dry out completely and this maintains many 
of the lower leaves. Now on to a few highly 
collectable plants. 

Echeveria gibbiflora var. carunculata  
To many this is a ‘Marmite’ plant – one that divides 
opinion. Some like it, but many would not have it in 
their collection. When fully grown it can reach 1.5 
metres tall, including inflorescences, so is probably too 
large for many collections.  

Introducing  

Echeveria  
By Trevor Jackman 

Echeveria gibbiflora var. carunculata – the picture shows a top-cut 
which was well rooted in around three months.

Fig. 1
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The loose rosette is approximately 40cm across and 
develops carunculations, i.e. warty-like protuberances 
on the upper surface of the leaves. These do not start 
to appear until plants reach 15cm or so in size.  
Propagation is not as straightforward as with most 
others of this genus but a top cut from a leggy mature 
plant, if dried off for a week, will root easily. When 
mature the cut stem will approach 35mm in diameter. 
Many who have grown aeoniums would expect this 
headless stem to throw offsets from the old leaf scars 
but this is not the case with this Echeveria. In my 
experience the top cut needs to be above an old flower 
stem or two if possible. If cut without the plant having 
flowered the headless stump invariably rots. Cutting 
above an old flower stem does not guarantee offsets 
but is the best option, but do not expect many offsets. 
Once they reach 5cm or so in length they can be 
detached as normal Echeveria cuttings and grown on.  
In my experience one way to keep a mature specimen 
looking good is to take the top as a cutting and root it 
down, ensuring the cut stem is well callused. As it 
naturally loses its lower leaves do this at least every 
other year. This is essential because the rosette 
reduces in size as the stem grows taller. Propagation 
from flower stems cut into sections with a leaf attached 
has proved unsuccessful.  

I have been growing this plant from a single 
propagation given to me by a more experienced  
grower back around 1980. Since then I have only 
managed to raise around a dozen plants by the 
method described above, of which I still have half. 
Unfortunately as a mature plant this will require being 
top cut every other year, but this will ensure a mature 
Echeveria which, when well-grown, is a statement  
plant in any collection. 

Echeveria lilacina 
A fairly recent discovery, which was distributed by ISI 
in 1984. Now grown by commercial nurseries on a 
large scale this is a beautiful plant when grown well, 
reaching around 20–30cm in diameter. It is one of 
those plants that need careful handling and positioning 
in the greenhouse to avoid marking the leaves, which 
are silver grey and mark at the slightest touch.  
It grows slowly compared to many. As it ages the stem 
tends to elongate, the plant starts to lose vigour, and 
will require beheading and re-rooting to give it a fresh 
start. If carried out in spring to late summer it will root 
without problems.  
Propagation is possible from either leaves, rosettes or 
flower stem leaves. It is normally solitary but may 
develop with two or three heads. The flowers are coral 

Introducing Echeveria continued

Echeveria lilacina

Fig. 2
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pink and appear in short arching racemes up to 15cm 
long. Flowering is from late winter to early spring.   
E. lilacina is native to Nuevo León in Northern Mexico, 
where it grows at high altitudes on rocky outcrops. 
Although in its native habitat of almost sheer cliffs it 
probably gets little water, under greenhouse conditions 
it grows well with a normal succulent collection 
watering regime. I have had one of these growing in a 
cold greenhouse for the last three years. It grows well 
without problems but growth is slower due to being 
kept totally dry from autumn to spring. 
There is also a monstrose form of E. lilacina with leaves 
of light pink to grey green; cultivation as for  
E. lilacina 

Echeveria agavoides 

There are many varieties of E. agavoides and most are 
easy to grow. Some, such as the most common variety 
shown above, need care in watering. This is a plant 
that needs a very free-draining compost if it is watered 
with the same frequency as most other Echeveria. If it 
is kept too moist at any time, particularly from autumn 
to spring, this will result in the basal leaves going dark, 
then rotting.  
Removing these without disfiguring the plant is not 
easy as the leaves are not easily detached. De-potting 
will enable access to rotting material. Once it has all 
been removed all moisture from that area needs to be 

dried up with tissue paper. Yellow or green sulphur 
used to be available to use as a fungicide for situations 
such as this. The sulphur now obtainable is labelled as 
a soil acidifier but still appears to do the same job as 
before with no adverse effects.   
E. agavoides ‘Romeo’ is a red-leaved form that grows 
well up to around 20cm, then under my conditions, 
goes into decline. Beheading and re-rooting does give 
it a new lease of life but it does appear to have lost its 
original vigour. There are many others to choose from 
such as ‘Red Edge’ or ‘Ebony’ and they are all worthy 
of bench space.  

Echeveria ‘Afterglow’ 
‘Afterglow’ is an American hybrid cross between  
E. shaviana and E. subrigida which can grow to 30cm 
or more in diameter. It is lavender pink in colour with 
leaves edged with pink and occasionally darker pink 
flecks appear on the leaves. It is one of many in this 
group that has chalky farinose leaves where the 
slightest touch will leave a permanent mark, so is best 
placed out of reach of visitors’ fingers.  
It is normally solitary but sometimes offsets as shown. 
One characteristic I have noted is that it occasionally 
has an odd way of flowering. Cuttings taken and grown 
on, that look like normal rosettes, sometimes develop 
into an inflorescence as the picture shows. This 
appears to be quite common with this species. 

Echeveria agavoides – the most commonly grown form

Fig. 3
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Fortunately as flowering 
fades, offsets frequently 
appear on the stem. With 
this in mind it obviously 
pays to grow on a few 
cuttings to ensure you 
have at least one normal 
plant. Propagation is 
easy providing cuts are 
allowed to callus for a 
few days. Growth is quite 
quick in warm weather. 

Echeveria colorata 
‘Mexican Giant’ 
Most literature considers 
this plant to be solitary or 
very slow to offset. 
Native to Mexico and 
central America single 
rosettes can apparently 
achieve 30cm or more in 
diameter. My clone 

Echeveria ‘Afterglow’Echeveria colorata 
‘Mexican Giant’

Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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offsets quite readily. The plant pictured is filling a 40cm 
pan with numerous offsets but will eventually be 
broken up to reduce its size.  
The leaves, which have a white waxy coating, can have 
a slightly pinkish hue when grown in good light. 
Removing dead leaves on a multiheaded plant requires 
care to avoid marking the leaves and also, as offsets 
detach quite readily, spoiling its overall appearance.  
Propagation from detached rosettes is easy, but I have 
not tried leaves or flower stem leaves as so many 
offsets are produced. Flowers are salmon to orange 
with a yellow interior and flower stems can be up to 
50cm in length. This is reported to be one of the more 
tender plants in this genus. It shows no problems, 
however, when grown in a greenhouse with a minimum  
winter temperature of 5°C.  

Echeveria ‘Compton Carousel’ 
This Echeveria is a fairly recently available plant with 
beautiful variegated foliage. Leaves are short blue-grey 
with a cream-coloured margin and, with good light, a 
pinkish tinge to the edges. It will eventually clump up 
making an impressive plant. Often clumps will produce 
totally cream rosettes. These look attractive but, as 
they contain no chlorophyll, they do not last very long. 
They dry up in the heat of the summer and cannot be 
propagated as cuttings as they will not root. Normal 

vegetative propagation by cuttings is relatively easy 
providing they are allowed to callus over for a few 
days.  
I have had reports of this not being an easy plant to 
grow or propagate but, providing it is grown in a free-
draining compost and watered with moderation, I have 
had few problems. Like most others in this genus it will 
need re-propagating after a few years due to elongated 
stems, pest damage etc. 
It is prone to mealy bug, as are many others, but you 
will probably have to look within the lower foliage. 
Viewed from above all looks clean. Carefully clear away 
all dead leaves and you may find them lurking 
anywhere on the stems particularly under the lowest 
living leaves. A very small brush dipped in methylated 
spirit will control them but take care to avoid touching 
any leaves visible from above. When I bought mine as 
a small rooted cutting I was informed that it was 
covered by ‘Plant Breeders Rights’ but investigation 
did not show this on the listing. Since that time many 
nurseries have this species on their lists. 

Echeveria colorata f. lindsayana 
This is reported to come from Jalisco, Mexico in the 
mountains west of Tapalpa. It forms a very tight rosette 
of blue grey leaves the edges of which are tinged 
reddish pink. 

Introducing Echeveria continued

Echeveria ‘Compton Carousel’

Fig. 6
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It is an easy plant to grow providing watering is not 
excessive. Ideally it should be watered from below to 
keep water from collecting in the rosettes, which then 
evaporates leaving white deposits on the leaves 
spoiling their appearance. It is normally stemless and 
solitary until mature at around 20cm when it will start 
to offset. A large bowl will then be required to display a 
beautiful plant. 

Propagation is from offsets as normal Echeveria 
treatment. I have never tried from either plant leaves or 
leaves from the inflorescence but feel that should be 
possible. 

Echeveria ‘Paul Bunyan’ 
This is a Dick Wright hybrid from 1960 of E. gibbiflora 
var. carunculata and E. ‘Edna Spencer’. They are 

Echeveria colorata f. lindsayana Echeveria ‘Paul Bunyan’

Echeveria setosa 

Fig. 7 Fig. 8

Fig. 9
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solitary plants which grow 
to around 25cm in height 
and width and develop a 
bare stem with loosely 
arranged leaves. They take 
on many colours, pink, 
mauve, or blue-green. It 
will eventually get tall and 
leggy. As it grows taller 
the rosettes get 
progressively smaller in 
diameter, but plants 
respond well to beheading 
and rerooting. The stump, 
if kept watered, 
sometimes throws up 
offsets for propagation. 

Echeveria setosa 
(Mexican Firecracker) 
Reported from Puebla in 
Mexico, it grows as a tight 
rosette of mid-green 
spoon shaped leaves 
covered in dense white 
hairs. The epithet ‘setosa’ 
comes from the Latin 
‘setosus’ meaning ‘bristly’ 
which refers to the hairs 
on the leaves.  
Single rosettes grow to 
maturity at around 10cm 
in diameter and, once 
mature, it soon forms a 
compact clump, flowering 
in spring with 30cm stems 
topped with urn-shaped red flowers with a yellow tip. 
Mature clumps should be watered with care, erring on 
the drier side, particularly in the cooler months when 
botrytis (grey mould) could be around. Some accounts 
state it can withstand temperatures below freezing but 
from experience in our climate that is highly unlikely.  

Echeveria cante 

This was originally called E. subrigida but was growing 
at a distance from the real E. subrigida and was 
renamed in honour of the Cante Botanic Garden, 
Allende, Mexico. 
It is one of the most beautiful of the genus, covered in 
a dusty coat of farina, probably for sun protection. It is 
not the easiest plant to propagate. In habitat it grows 
on rocks, high in the mountains around Zacatecas, 
north-central Mexico. It is reported to tolerate up  
to –7°C; but would it survive in a well-ventilated cold 
greenhouse in our damp climate? I doubt it.  
It is not quick to propagate, offsets occasionally grow 
lower down on the stem of a mature plant. When 
beheading to rejuvenate a plant with an elongated 

stem keep the rootstock and this will often throw up 
new rosettes. Leave until they are a reasonable size 
then detach, allow to callus and reroot.    
It is a large growing plant, up to 30cm in diameter. It 
has pale purple/pink leaves with a darker edge and is 
prone to finger marks so needs to be placed with care.  
Some marking can also occur as the flower stems 
emerge in spring, so it is very difficult to keep a plant 
totally mark free. Flowers are large for the genus and 
are dusky pale pink outside with and orange centre. 

Echeveria laui 
This was found by Alfred Lau in 1974 on sheer cliffs in 
a ravine south of Tecomavaca in the Mexican state of 
Oaxaca. It often remains solitary but will offset with 
maturity. A very gritty compost is required together 
with, ideally, a clay pot. Many growers find this plant 
difficult to keep for many years. Removing dead leaves 
could be a cause of failure particularly if done in damp 
weather allowing fungal spores to gain hold. Watering 
needs to be carried out sparingly even in summer and 
maybe not at all in winter. If grown hard, however, it 
should not present too much of a problem in 

Echeveria cante

Fig. 10
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cultivation. It is normally free of pests, however a close 
inspection for mealy bug in the farina coating would 
not go amiss. If these are found a tooth pick would 
probably be the best tool for removing them. Any mark 
such as a finger print on these highly farinose coated 
leaves will remain on the leaf for good. 

Echeveria subrigida 
Its origin, and at least one habitat, is around San Luis 
Potosí, Mexico. If grown well it can reach around 45cm 
in diameter and height. Its leaves are blue-green with a 
highlight of a pink-red border. Late spring into summer 
it puts up cymes of milky-blue buds which eventually 
turn into tubular, coral-pink flowers. The inside is 
orange and these blooms can approach 2.5cm long. It 
can be propagated from cleanly detached leaves but a 
beheaded stump is probably the best option. Definitely 
not an easy plant to keep. 

Echeveria ‘Perle von Nurnberg’ 
This is frequently seen for sale in various outlets but 
most are in very poor condition due to vendors not 
appreciating the plants’ lighting requirements. It needs 
to be kept in very good light at all times otherwise it 
loses its colouration and soon etiolates. When grown in  

a greenhouse it colours up to make a most handsome 
plant. It can soon fill a small bowl with its numerous 
offsets which makes propagation very easy.     

Pest Management 
I have not called this part pest control as I do not 
believe total eradication of all pests is possible with the 
current range of products on the amateur market. You 
may think your collection is totally clean but look again.  
Many see Echeveria as a problem with mealy bug 
being the main culprit, but there is also another mostly 
hidden problem, notably vine weevil. Not all plants in 
the genus seem to be affected with mealy bug. I admit 
some seem to be magnets for this pest but then some 
cacti are virtually impossible to grow due to either 
mealy bug or spider mite. If I have tried a few times but 
failed to keep certain plants controllably clean, they are 
disposed of and not grown again.  
Putting plants outside in the rain in summer can be 
beneficial, particularly to those with a tough epidermis 
such as E. agavoides and its varieties. Many though, 
such as E. laui or E. lilacina, will probably be damaged 
by heavy rain and hail can be even more damaging. 
Those I protect in a cold frame with an elevated but 
protecting lid. Washing plants with a gentle spray or 

Echeveria laui

Fig. 11
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hose will remove most pests but may need to be 
repeated, and is not suitable for those with a farinose 
coating.  
When visiting other collections I often see plants with 
an array of dead leaves and wonder what is hiding 
within. I admit that removing dead leaves is time 
consuming and there are plants that are reluctant to 
allow them to be removed easily. Plants with fairly lax 
rosettes can have the lower leaves slightly raised from 
underneath, avoiding visible marks on leaves, so the 
old leaves can be removed with either fingers or 
tweezers. When these are removed it will be very 
apparent if mealy bug is present as this is one of their 
favourite hiding places. Other areas to look are the 
internal pot rim, under the base of the pot and also 
inside and underneath any pot saucer used. 
I do not think any collection can be free of this pest all 
the time. Some of the modern products containing soft 
soap will ruin the look of any plant with a farinose 
powdery bloom on the leaves. An outbreak can 
sometimes be treated by washing the plant, but this is 
dependant on the plant. I have washed a few farinose 
plants with methylated spirits, which completely 
removed the bloom and killed all the mealy bug. It did 

not kill the plant but it took a season to re-grow normal 
looking foliage which was then treated as clean cutting 
material. 
There is an excellent article in the journal of the British 
Cactus and Succulent Society, CactusWorld 36 (4) 
December 2018 by Hazel Taylor on using 
diatomaceous earth for control of mealy bug. This is 
normally used for mite control on chickens. In my 
experience it has not eradicated mealy bug completely 
but does reduce the problem if sprinkled on the 
compost especially around the stem. I have also used 
it dusted on the centre of an affected rosette. The 
powder was left for a week and then gently washed off. 
It is not a total control but does help.    
Vine weevils are probably the most devastating pest 
these plants can have. They may only be noticed when 
either the centre of the rosette falls apart or the plant 
collapses. If you cut a stem and it has a granulated 
brownish hollow appearance in the centre you have got 
vine weevil grubs. Cut the stem until it is clean tissue. 
Dispose of any plant material or soil (do not compost) 
suspected of having vine weevil grubs otherwise this 
will help in multiplying this pest. The best and total 
control is biological using nematodes which, if used 

Echeveria subrigida

Fig. 12
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correctly, work 100%. If you purchase them online you 
can normally say when you want delivery. Just be 
aware that the compost needs to be moist for the 
nematodes to work, so water a week or so before 
treatment. Used as instructed in late August early 
September they will kill off all grubs in the compost. If 
ordered a little early they will be safe in the fridge for 
around four weeks.   
How do you know if vine weevils are around? Look in 
the garden at hardy plants such as Bergenia or 
Rhododendron. Have the leaf edges been nibbled? If 
so, adult vine weevils are in the garden. They are 
nocturnal, walking everywhere as they cannot fly. The 
adults do no damage other than laying eggs. Not 
satisfied with one or two pots they lay eggs in as many 
as possible. These turn into grubs and eventually more 
adults. They are hermaphrodites and can supposedly 
lay 1,000 eggs each per year. So when taking cuttings 
always cut the stem short and ensure stem tissue is 
clean with no visible pests.  

Propagation 
Most of these plants are easy to propagate. I watched 
a succulent propagation item on a TV garden 
programme a while ago which showed a rosette being 

potted with a very elongated stem and the presenter 
saying this old stem was needed to root this rosette.  
In my opinion this is a definite no-no, for a few 
reasons. With any long stem on these plants, 
particularly late in the summer to spring, it is possible 
that a vine weevil grub is munching within the stem. 
When rejuvenating these plants they are much 
improved with new roots and compost.  
So when taking cuttings always cut the stem short and 
ensure stem tissue is clean with no pests. If there is 
any mealy bug around the base of the leaves, wash 
these off, allow to dry and if needed gently wash the 
base of the leaves with methylated spirits. As with all 
pests vigilance is needed. If you see mealy bug or any 
sign of vine weevil do not ignore it. They will not go 
away, only multiply.  
I have tried various compost mixes and currently use 
John Innes, good quality multipurpose and grit or cat 
litter in equal amounts with good results. John Innes 
has recently been reformulated so we will have to try 
new formulations for growing media.  n 

Photos: Trevor Jackman 
All plants are the property of the author 

All photographs are copyright of the author 
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Echeveria ‘Perle von Nurnberg’

Fig. 13



45A celebration of cacti and succulents 
A series by Jörg Ettelt 

First flowers 
I have a lot of plants – my living room is like a jungle. I like the idea of 

bringing the outside in.  

Samin Nosrat 

Among the cacti there is a large number  
that delight us in winter with their first 

flowers. I have already written about 
Gymnocalycium bruchii with its many forms 
and some Turbinicarpus species. Among 
the mammillarias there are quite a number 
of species that also flower early in the year. 

Mammillaria 
Mammillaria bocasana (Fig. 1), with cream 
or pink flowers, is one of them but well-fed 
plants can keep producing flowers into the 
summer. I am a little perplexed by this 
species today. My uncle gave me a rooted 
offset of his old plant a good 50 years ago. 
This grew in my collection for many years 
to a handsome, many-headed group and 

was magnificent to look at. It was lost 
when the heating failed in my greenhouse 
one cold Christmas evening and the entire 
collection stood at –8°C. Surprisingly, very 
few plants were lost at that time because 
they were all largely dry. Only this group in 
a large pot, which was probably still too 
wet, along with a handful of other large 
plants did not survive the cold.  
What puzzles me now is the fact that 
today’s plants of Mammillaria bocasana are 
much less densely woolly than those in my 
memory. You can clearly see the green 
epidermis of the plants in the picture. My 
lost plant had such a dense pubescence 
that it looked completely white, no trace of 
green!  

Fig. 1

Mammillaria 
bocasana



Mammillaria 
zeilmanniana 
‘Albiflora’
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Another early flowering Mammillaria is  
M. zeilmanniana, which can be found with 
pinkish violet or purple flowers and, in 
culture, a white-flowered form is also 
known (Fig.2). It blooms profusely in the 
spring and flowering again later in the year 
is also possible.  
Mammillaria surculosa (Fig. 3),  
formerly known as Dolichothele,  
also blooms in early spring;  
with tiny heads and relatively  
large flowers it is a beautiful  

Mammillaria surculosa

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Mammillaria baumii

Fig. 2
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eye-catcher. It can then produce more 
flowers almost continuously until autumn. 
Another former Dolichothele is Mammillaria 
baumii (Fig. 4) with similar characteristics 
but the heads grow larger. It blooms 
abundantly and repeats flowering at 
intervals into the summer. 
It also offsets abundantly like the other 
three species. To propagate this you have 
to separate the offsets by force, but they 
may already have roots. The cut edge must 
dry well before repotting the plants. Apart 
from the last species presented, all have 
hooked spines that like to get caught in the 
skin or a curtain, so some caution when 
handling these species is necessary. 
Echinocereus 
Let’s stay in Mexico. Besides the large 
genus of Mammillaria, the large genus of 
Echinocereus includes plants with very 
attractive flowers. These do not appear 
quite as early as those of the mammillarias 
presented here, but still herald the 
flowering high season of a cactus 
collection.  

Echinocereus reichenbachii subsp. perbellus

Echinocereus knippelianus

Fig. 5

Fig. 6
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Among the first and most idiosyncratic is 
Echinocereus knippelianus (Fig. 5). It is a 
cactus that you can ‘hug’. The few spines 
are hardly sharp, rather bristly, and the 
body is peculiarly soft. The flowers are a 
little variable, from pale pink to slightly 
purple.  
Looking more like a cactus is Echinocereus 
reichenbachii subsp. perbellus (Fig. 6), with  
beautiful large flowers of bright magenta 
that are typical of this genus. It represents 
a large group of relatively similar species, 
all of which are recommended.  
All echinocerei are relatively easy to 
cultivate. If they are completely dry in 
winter they will tolerate temperatures 
approaching zero. There are even some 
representatives that can be left outside in  
a sheltered place all year round. As long  
as they do not get too wet, these plants 
tolerate frost and even, to some extent, 
snow and water.  
Echinocereus triglochidiatus var. 
gonacanthus (Fig. 7) or the many forms of 
Echinocereus coccineus (Fig. 8) belong to 
these hardy representatives. I think flower 
induction has something to do with day 

Echinocereus triglochidiatus var. gonacanthus HK1294

Echinocereus aff. coccineus

Fig. 7

Fig. 8
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length and temperature. Thus, these plants 
bud relatively early but also need enough 
warm days for the full development of 
flowers. If the spring is fine they bloom 
sooner with me; if the spring is cloudy it 
will be later. 

Rebutia group 
We have now reached the main flowering 
season. At the end of April and especially 
in May, plants in the Rebutia group bloom.  
I focus here on the so-called mediolobivias  
but today these plants would be mainly 
known as Aylostera. Their flowers are as 
colourful and almost as large as those of 
lobivias but their bodies are quite small.  
These plants occur in the high altitude 
ranges of Bolivia and northern Argentina, 
where they are widespread. They are quite 
variable even in one location, both in 
spination as well as the flower colours. 
Their presence in the mountains also 
makes their care requirements clear: they 
do not want it hot, they need a lot of fresh 
air and the most intense sunlight. They are 
ideal for cold frame culture!  
Numerous field collectors have brought 
innumerable forms on to the market, each 
with their collector’s number, and produced 
an almost unmanageable number of 
names. I am using here the names that 
were assigned to the field numbers, mostly 
by the collectors themselves. I am 
presenting only a very small selection but 
the fascination of the group is still clear. 
I received Rebutia eucaliptana (Fig. 9) from 
Erwin Herzog so this plant therefore carries 
his field number HE1a. It was the very first 
plant he was able to collect after the wall 
between the two former parts of Germany 
fell. Unfortunately he died very tragically on 
a subsequent trip.  
Rausch’s collection WR493 was named  
Rebutia gavazzii in honour of Leonardo 
Gavazzi, an Italian cactus enthusiast (see 
front cover).  
The collection of Lau with the subdivided 
field number L541b (Fig. 10) was named 
Rebutia pygmaea var. longispina, but there 
are already big uncertainties in the 
assignment of the field numbers here.  
Ritter also collected extensively in this 
area, for example his FR1113 (Fig. 11) was 
named Rebutia rutiliflora. There was much 
hype over the plants introduced by Rausch 
under his field number WR333 (Fig. 12) as 
Rebutia eos because it is one of the few 

Rebutia eucaliptana HE1a  (R. steinmannii var. eucaliptana)

Rebutia pygmaea var. longispina L541b

Fig. 9

Fig. 10
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forms with an almost white flower. The 
pictures I have selected should be enough 
to see both the beauty of these small 
plants and their colourful flowers. 
Eriosyce 
A little out of fashion are plants that were 
once known as Neoporteria.  
A representative of these species, which 

today belong to the genus Eriosyce, 
concludes this contribution and also gets 
us back to the topic – to appreciate early 
flowering plants.  
Eriosyce villosa (Fig. 13) is a species that 
can flower almost the whole year and that 
lets its pretty flowers appear in large 
numbers even in late winter.  

Rebutia rutiliflora 
FR1113 
(Aylostera 
pygmaea)

Rebutia eos 
WR333

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

First flowers continued
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Unfortunately these species, originating 
from Chile, have declined in popularity  
but they are not difficult to cultivate. 
Certainly there are representatives with 
larger flowers but this species is hard to 
beat in in terms of flowering joy. It also has 

one more characteristic that very few other 
cacti have: it can produce more than one 
flower from each areole. We must always 
look closely at our cacti.  n 

Photos: Jörg Ettelt

Neoporteria villosa

Fig. 13
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I have grown sulcorebutias since about 
1983 so was lucky enough to be in at the 

beginning of their life for the hobbyist, 
when Heinz Swoboda was in Bolivia from 
1982 till 1991. They had been collected 
before, but not many were easily available 
in the UK.  

My first few sulcorebutias came from a 
friend who had gone on a coach trip to 
Germany. There were only three little 
plants, but I was hooked. I was a member 
of the British Cactus and Succulent Society 
so it didn’t take me long to find out that 
John Pilbeam sold sulcorebutias.  

Sulcorebutias 
in my collection 
by Kathy Flanagan 

The first in a series of articles on plants which have come into my collection over the 
last few years

Fig. 1

Sulcorebutia 
albiareolata 
BCMdV238-01 (H) 



Gradually my collection began to grow. I 
did eventually manage to go to the Dutch 
and German nurseries and of course my 
collection got bigger. 
About 10 years ago I realised that I wasn’t 
seeing anything new; then a friend told me 
about a website called Sulco-passion, run 
by Johan de Vries. I studied this for a long 
time before I got up the courage to request 
a sales list, as I had never ordered plants 
from abroad before. I chose Johan de Vries 
as many of the pictures on his site were 
definitely new to me. He only produced a 
plant list every two years, so my first order 
came in 2016, then 2018 and my final order 
came in 2020. After which we all know 
what happened with Brexit. My source of 

new plants has very sadly come to an end. 
There do not seem to be many people in 
the UK who are propagating these plants 
for sale here. 
Sulcorebutia albiareolata 
S albiareolata BCMdV238-01(H) has 
stunning red and yellow flowers and was 
bought from Martin Lowry at a convention 
some three years ago. A second plant is  
S. albiareolata VZ349, which has a beautiful 
pink/purple flower with a white centre. I 
also have two small plants whose flower 
colour is yet to reveal itself, but the 
descriptions say they should be:  
S. albiareolata VZ310 with a red flower and 
S. albiareolata VZ311 with a purple flower.  

53Sulcorebutias in my collection continued

Fig. 2

Sulcorebutia 
albiareolata VZ349 
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Sulcorebutia albissima 
S. albissima was originally described as a 
plant with white spination and magenta 
flowers. They grew, we were told, 
alongside similar yellow-spined plants 
called S. flavissima, again with magenta 
flowers, and a brown-spined plant called  
S. mentosa which had much more 
delicate lilac-pink flowers and which for 
me grew much more slowly.  
Now they say they are all one and the 
same thing along with S. swobodae 
which has much longer, softer spination.  
My first picture of this group (Fig. 3)  
is of plants which were then called  
S. albissima or sometimes S. albida 
(white spined). Further plants, pictured in 
Figs. 4–7, all came to me as S. albissima  
while Figs.12 and 13 show the yellow 
spined S. flavissima, or S. cupreata (nom. 
nud.) with copper coloured spines.   

Sulcorebutias in my collection continued

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Plants of Sulcorebutia albissima in the author’s collection

Sulcorebutia albissima
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Different forms 
of Sulcorebutia 
albissima

Figs. 5, 6, 7
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S. mentosa was a much darker green 
bodied plant with black spination (HS104), 
but occasionally with dark brown spination, 
and the flowers were a much softer lilac 
pink. There was a small-headed version 

which clumped quite quickly and a larger-
headed version which for me was much 
slower growing. The main head got to the 
size of an apple before it offset quite 
slowly. 

Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11

Different forms of 
Sulcorebutia 
mentosa
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S. swobodae was not available as often as 
the other forms. This species was also 
slightly more difficult to keep as small 
seedlings as they often dried off, although 
they certainly did not like to be wet for too 
long. As time went on they became 
available with white spines and all sorts of 
ginger through to chestnut brown but 
always soft spines and magenta flowers. 
When I first went to the EU I was lucky 
enough to visit Cactus Oberhausen which 

was Willi Fischer’s nursery. Heinz 
Swobodae sent a lot of his finds to Willi, 
who propagated them by grafting the tiny 
heads on top of Cereus stock. These were 
some two feet high, so looked very odd, 
but the plants apparently proliferated very 
quickly, and therefore became available to 
sell much sooner. It was plant heaven to 
me; so much choice and so many just 
slightly different forms. Needless to say I 
spent far too much, not because the plants 

Fig. 13 Fig. 14

Fig. 12

Sulcorebutia 
flavissima

Sulcorebutia swobodaeSulcorebutia flavissima, white flowered form
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were expensive, I just bought a lot as I 
didn’t know if I would get back there any 
time soon.  
Two of the plants I bought were  
S. albissima HS100a (Fig. 15) a small 
headed clumping plant with almost white 
flowers with pale pink edging.  
S. albissima HS100b (Fig.16) is a darker 
bodied plant with a more brownish 
spination and lovely pale pink flowers. This 
one has been more difficult for me to keep  
and does not clump as quickly.  
Some years later I acquired a plant also 
labelled HS100a but with a different 
clumping habit, much flatter, and pink 
magenta flowers (Fig. 17). 
I had S. albissima (HS106) many years ago 
which were very different. I think that the 
particular form shown here (Figs. 18 & 19) 
is the most beautiful with its pectinate 
white spination and magenta flowers. I only 
managed to get this four or five years ago 
but I would hate to be without it. 

Fig. 16

Fig. 15

Sulcorebutia albissima HS100a

Sulcorebutia albissima HS100b
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Some years after my original collections a 
new plant appeared, HS24, which came in 
many different colour combinations from 
plain yellow-spined, a yellow and gold 
spination, a really ginger spination, or a 
brown and white spination. They all 
clumped quite easily and came with 

magenta flowers as far as I know. For a 
collector all were must haves but now are 
all just S. albissima. In my last order to 
Johan de Vries I asked for an HS24  
(Fig. 20). The plant I received not only has 
brown/beige and white spination, it is 
crested. It is growing well but has not 

Fig. 17

Figs. 18, 19

Sulcorebutia albissima HS106

Sulcorebutia 
albissima HS100a
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flowered yet. I am not a fan of crests, but I 
do like this plant and hope it’s with me for 
many years. 
I understand most of these plants grow in 
the same area of Bolivia and can be found 
together. The usual flower colour is 
magenta but in collections you find them in 
almost every shade of pink. I have a white 
flowered S. flavissima (Fig. 13) that came 
from Cactus Oberhausen. I have had to 
restart it many times as whenever it gets 
bigger it concentrates on offsets rather 
than flowers.  
I had a white flowered S. mentosa but it 
only flowered once then departed. Even 
one S. swobodae was supposed to be 
white-flowered, but it did not live long 
enough. These days you buy most of these 
plants as S. albissima but even those with 
field collection numbers can be any shade 
of spination. Originally you bought offsets 
from field-collected plants, now they are 
often seed-generated and can differ from 
what was originally collected. There are 
some beautiful colour combinations in both 
spination and flower colour and obviously 

seed grown is better for plant conservation. 
S. albissima has always been one of my 
favourites.  n 

Photos: Kathy and Keith Flanagan 

To be continued 

Fig. 20

Fig. 21

Sulcorebutia 
albissima HS24

Sulcorebutia 
albissima in 
the author’s 
collection 
including 
some larger 
plants

See also Sulco-passion 
Johan de Vries’ excellent website 

https://www.sulcopassion.be/
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Woodside Cacti
Quality plants at affordable prices.
Cacti and succulents grown in our nursery.
Our main love is succulents – particularly
Echeverias and Haworthias – propagated
from our own collection.

www.woodsidecacti.co.uk

Cacti, succulents and seed sales
Formerly Eau Brink Cacti, visitors are
welcome to view the collection and sales
plants by appointment.
We will be selling at a number of major
cactus marts and other events.
Contact us for further details.

Twickers, Eau Brink Road, Tilney All Saints,
King’s Lynn PE34 4SQ
Tel: 01553 617132 Email: Ian Woolnough

Ian & Sarda Woolnough

Gordon Rowley
1921 – 2019

A Cactus & Succulent Day
To commemorate the 100th birthday of the

internationally renowned celebrity
and proli昀c author.

The British Cactus and Succulent Society

10 April 2022
10.00am – 5.00pm

Hilltop Centre
RHS Wisley
Entry to the event
is free, but there is
an entry charge to
RHS Wisley.
Entry for BCSS
members, with
membership card,
is half price.
RHS members
free.

10.00 Plant sales and displays
11.00 A beginners guide to growing cacti and succulents

by Graham Charles
11.45 ‘Matucana and Oroya in Peru and in pots’

by Graham Charles
14.00 A beginners guide to growing cacti and succulents

by Graham Charles
14.45 ‘Succulent Daisies’ by Colin Walker

Ian Woolnough

mailto:ianneilwoolnough@gmail.com
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● At least 15 sellers
including leading nurseries
● Ample FREE parking
● Refreshments
available all day

Holbeach Community
Centre
Fishpond Lane
Holbeach
Lincs PE12 7DE

Further details including a
list of sellers and directions

Saturday 23 April 2022
10.00am – 3.00pm

FREEadmission

The 13th Spalding
Cactus Mart

15 tables of sales plants by
experienced growers in Essex

Cultivation advice
Expert growers from around the
South East will be on hand to o昀er
help and advice.

Chelmsford Branch of the British Cactus and Succulent Society

Venue
New Village Hall
Church Street
Rawreth
Near Wickford
Essex SS11 8SH

Entry
£3.00
FREE parking

Cactus Mart
Saturday 23 April 2022
10.00am – 5.00pmMore

than ju
st a

cactus
mart

The 20th

Havering Cactus
Mart

Havering Branch of the British Cactus and Succulent Society

Entry £1 (Under 16 free)

At least 13 sellers
including leading nurseries
Refreshments available
all day

Saturday 14 May 2022
10.30am – 4.00pm

North Romford Community Centre
Clockhouse Lane
Collier Row
North Romford, RM5 3QJ
Further details including a list of
sellers and directions
Further details

Further details

https://www.havering.bcss.org.uk/cactus-mart.html
http://www.spalding.bcss.org.uk/cactus-mart.html

